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Dressage Winnipeg Chairperson’s

Message

It’s that time again....time to check your show
clothes, get them cleaned, pressed and ready
for the first show of the season, which is just
around the corner. Let’s hope the fine April
weather continues right on through to May.
We’ll be looking forward to seeing more
freestyles at our shows. Nine lucky riders
worked with Karen Robinson at the DWsponsored freestyle clinic in April. Perhaps
some of those who audited the clinic will also
get a freestyle together.
The 2010 prize list is out. Please check through it to familiarize yourself
with both the official rules and show etiquette. Check out the new Team
Challenge, and plan to travel to Brandon for a whole new adventure in
showing at the Keystone Centre.
Dressage Winnipeg has named this year’s first show the Kendra McBain
Memorial gold and bronze competitions to remember Kendra, a former
junior champion and board member, who passed away earlier this year
at the young age of 18. Please help us honour her memory by participating in the many events planned for this show to raise funds for CancerCare Manitoba.
Happy riding and see you in the show ring!
Alison Elliott | Chair, Dressage Winnipeg

Andrea Kilgour

Manitoba Horse Council Rep.
Have you ever wondered what your Board of
Directors do? Does something pique your interest?
Contact the appropriate chair/committee member.

Communications & Marketing Coordinator’s

Message

Let’s Talk... As dressage riders you know that communicating with
your horse is not only a joy, but is also key to a better relationship. You
already know that your horses are teachers, and learning their lessons
offers you a journey towards great rewards. I find that communication
within our club, Dressage Winnipeg, also brings great rewards, and so I
have committed to take you on that journey with me this year.
We have already revamped the website to offer you (sponsors,
members and the general public) a one-stop shop to get all the
information that you need. The site will be updated on a regular
basis with the latest clinics, camp/show info, rider’s bios and a complete photo gallery for you to view all thanks to Barb Wansbutter.
A big thank you also goes out to Myriam Dyck. I have loved working
with her, and the design and function of our new website is nothing
short of excellence.
The newsletter is the other endeavour we have invested time in. As
you can see there is a new feel to the newsletter, one that is educational and will continue to include regular departments: Down Centre
Line, Meet & Greet and Horse & Rider Health, while also carrying
many feature stories. Carly Peters has come on board to interview
top clinicians/judges and bring you the most up-to-date information
to maximizing the care of your horses, while providing you with a
competitive edge in the dressage arena with certain exercises. I am
so happy that she has come on board as our editor for this year. The
layout and design, you will see, is also different thanks to Deryn Bothe.
She is a graphic designer and has committed her time to revamp our
newsletter this year as well.

Blatta Performance Horses

A lot of things are changing as we grow our sport this year. It is my
goal to move Dressage Winnipeg from grassroots to a household
name - a goal that might be long to achieve, but something that will
happen. Please join me in thanking and welcoming Myriam Dyck,
Carly Peters and Deryn Bothe to our team this year.

Specializing in well trained
horses for talented
amateurs and children.
Where Beijing was born
and started.

And, what would be communicating without your Rider’s Bios. I look
forward to seeing all of you at the May show when you hand me your
Rider’s Bios.

Quality Registered Quarter Horses

.

Membership

Naomi Corder

John and Lynn
Phone 204 882-2110
Email blattafarms@mts.net
Website blattafarms.com

Cheers,
Dayna Oulion | Communications/Marketing Coordinator
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toward the line, not as the ride over it, that’s too late to make any
changes of course.

The 20 Metre
Circle Mystery
By Elaine Potter
Judge | Show Rider & Coach

In my experience, the mystery of the perfect circle lies in looking for
the four points/markers of the circle shape as it fits into a perfect
square. In the 20 x 40 ring, this is easy as it is exactly 1/2 of the ring.
In the 20 x 60 it is exactly 1/3 of the ring, and when called to be
ridden at A or C, the accurate sizing is not too difficult.

Often the horse will wander/drift, out/fall in, in exactly the same
place each go round. The lunge line exercise allows the rider to feel/
see this and prepare ahead of time to prevent this warp to the line.
The aids/tools for correction of these inconsistencies are leg yield out
to catch a fall in, counter flexion with leg yield in to correct a bulge
out, maintain a straight horse with not too much neck bend, and
encourage a rounded topline acceptance of the bit.
Another practice is to create this perfect shape in a freshly harrowed
ring, or a fresh snowfall on a flat outdoor school, then carry on
riding watching that you follow your own footfalls in walk, trot and
canter. This is a fun challenge, and teaches the rider the feel for the
correct sizing of a 20 metre circle, making it perfectly round. Seeing
is believing. n

Photo Courtesy of | R. Burkimsher

When the circle is asked for at B or E, the rider needs to spot the
imaginary points on the centre line by measuring the distance on the
rail accurately, and following this point to the centre line as they ride

After finding the four points along the rails, ride a 1/4 of a circle
curved line from point to point. However, when we turn to the shape,
not the size, the easiest method I find is to focus on the centre of the
circle and keep the same distance from it. To practice this, I put riders
on a lunge line attached to their saddle, stand myself in the centre
and have them ride the circle keeping the lunge line off the ground
and with the same tension. This creates a perfect circle shape, and
the length of the lunge line determines the size.

4
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DRESSAGE WINNIPEG
2010 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
Name:

Home Phone:

Address:

Work Phone:
Fax:

Postal Code:

Date of Birth (for Juniors):

Stable Name & Phone:

Email:

ASSOCIATE (Non-Voting, Non-Competitive)
SENIOR
JUNIOR (Not reached their 18th birthday by Jan 1, 2010)
FAMILY

Before Feb 26, 2010
$20
$25
$15
$40

After Feb 26, 2010
$20
$35
$25
$60

Volunteer Commitment for each General (Junior and Senior) and Family Member
[

] I will gladly volunteer for (12) hours. Please include a post-dated cheque (dated October 1, 2010) for $140 to
secure your commitment. The cheque will be shredded once you have completed your volunteer hours. If the
volunteer hours are not completed by October 1, 2010 your cheque will be cashed. Note: All family members
must make a volunteer commitment of 12 hours or pay out $140 each.
OR

[

] Pay $140 now (cheques dated May 1, 2010) if you are unable to volunteer.

Make cheques payable to DRESSAGE WINNIPEG and send them with your completed membership application to:
Ruth Hoeschen
113-3050 Pembina Hwy
Winnipeg, MB, R3T 4N1

201-261-8372 (h)
204-477-3500 (w) between 7:30 – 11:30 am
speedo120@mts.net

Membership Cards will be issued only upon receipt of:
Volunteer Commitment (and Volunteer Security Cheque) or Pay-out Cheque
MEMBERSHIP DETAILS:
There are two categories of membership in Dressage Winnipeg: General and Associate.
General members:
• May be Junior, Senior or Family members.
• Are eligible to compete at Equine Canada Bronze and Gold shows hosted by Dressage Winnipeg.
• Senior members or parents of Junior members may stand for election to the Dressage Winnipeg Board of
Directors. Senior members may vote at the Dressage Winnipeg Annual General Meeting.
All General and Associate members enjoy the following privileges:
• Reduced member rates at Dressage Winnipeg clinics, schooling shows, and workshops.
• Receive newsletters and bulletins

Thank you!
Welcome to Dressage Winnipeg

Back exercises

Simple exercises
for a strong back

Daily stretching is imperative to keep the back
strong and flexible. There are some simple stretches
that anyone can do, which should be performed
daily to help maintain lower back mobility and core
muscle strength. Here are a few exercises to help
keep you supple.

By Matt Dean

Flexion stretch A

Ever felt like you’ve been carrying your horse?
Matt Dean outlines some simple exercises to
avoid riding-related back pain

Lying on back with head on
floor, pull one knee back to
chest and hold for several
seconds. Repeat with
other knee.

(reprinted from Horse & Rider UK)

Eighty per cent of adults suffer from back pain at some point in their
life, and horse riding puts you at high risk. Back pain can have severe
detrimental effects on lives and even result in people having to give
up riding altogether.
If you’ve picked up some bad riding habits over the years, those
combined hours will take their toll. Dr Tim Hutchful of The British
Chiropractic Association (BCA) says: “Musculoskeletal injuries are
cumulative, a bit like bending a paper clip - you can bend it 49 times
and nothing happens, but bend it that 50th time and it breaks! This
is why getting into good practices is so important. Instead of waiting
for injuries to happen, avoid them building up.”
Learning and adopting correct posture and riding techniques are
crucial to avoid such problems, and qualified trainers or specialist
physios, such as Catherine Turner at www.physio4horse riders.co.uk,
can help with these aspects.Our backs are designed to support us,
but not to do the job of the abdominal and back muscles. Strong
core muscles and a trim physique are very important, as excess
weight puts excess strain on the spine. Dr Hutchful adds, “Even
though riding is physically demanding, it is not sufficient to let it be
your only form of exercise. Keeping fit will give you more energy
and help you avoid injury - Pilates is a good start!”

Flexion stretch B

Starting on all fours, bring
buttocks down to heels.
Hold for several seconds
and repeat.

Back stabilisation

Starting on all fours, stretch
out right arm and left leg
simultaneously, keeping
back and neck straight. Hold
for several seconds and
repeat with opposite limbs.

Back extension

Lie on back, knees bent up
with head on a small pillow
and arms out to the side in
a crucifix position. Hold for
two minutes (avoid arching
the lower back).

Core muscle
tension

Equine Massage Therapy
St. Andrews: Aug 7-12, 2010
Brandon: Sept 27-Oct 02, 2010
www.equinerehab.ca
1-888-EQUINE2 (378-4632)
6
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Sitting on a chair, focus
on the core muscle group,
which you tense when entering a cold sea. This forms
a corset of muscle around
your tummy. Tense these
muscles and hold for 10 seconds, maintaining natural
breathing throughout. n

Emergency
Treatments
for Horses
Dr. Cyndi Kasper BSc DVM

What do you do in the face of an emergency?
Panic, faint, scream or do you stand back and
assess the situation?
There isn’t any emergency room triage nurse, no 911 emergency
operator. Instead, you have your immediate innate reaction and a
phone line to your veterinary clinic or answering service. You need to
be aware of your environment and be able to assess the pertinent details so that a qualified, educated “calm” person can help you answer
questions. How do you respond to lacerations, colic, allergic reactions,
tying up, choke and other emergencies? This article will hopefully
help you answer some questions that you may have when faced with

an emergency. Remember, the person that is at the other end of the
phone needs to understand the whole picture.

We offer the widest range of restoration, construction and emergency services in the market.
Our regular services include:
• Complete building restorations for all
sizes and types of buildings, homes
and businesses
• Design / Build services
• Tenant improvement work
• Specialty construction serving the
needs of the pharmaceutical, food
services and health industry
• Project management
• Complete millwork shop

Our 24/7 emergency services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board up and secure premises
Emergency electrical
Emergency plumbing and heating
Emergency glazing
Water extraction and dehumidification
Temporary heat
Temporary roofs
Temporary shoring
Content removal / protection
Certified mold remediation

1586 Wall Street • Winnipeg, Manitoba • R3E 2S4 • 204.942.6121 • www.wpgbldg.com
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Now, how does one respond to an emergency? Are you equipped
with a first aid kit? What do you feel comfortable handling? Every
emergency kit is unique to every individual. However, here are a few
suggestions that you can have in a handy kit (such as a tool box).
o Bandages - first and foremost. They can include gauze pads, cotton
roll, gauze rolls, adhesive wrap, leg wraps, vet wrap, diapers, maxi
pads, etc...
o Scissors that actually cut
o Duck tape- can never have enough!
o Functional thermometer
o Hoof pick
o Antiseptic soap
o Antiseptic ointment
o Flashlight and spare batteries
o Medication – oral vs. injectable
o Superglue has become my saviour in circumstances when
wrapping and the situation is difficult
o Stethoscope if you know how to use it properly
Assessing Your Environment (as well as the horse)
Is it safe to approach the horse? Can you catch and calm the horse? If
possible, take the horse to a safe place such as a stall or paddock. Get
someone to help you – it always helps to have assistance in times of
an emergency.
It’s also very good to have a reference point when assessing your
horse’s health. Always know what “normal” is:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Temprature - 37-38.2 degrees Celsius
Heart Rate - 28-44 bpm
Respiratory Rate - 12-16/min
GI sounds – all four quadrants
MM color – pink
CRT (capillary refill time) – less than two seconds
Attitude and appetite

NOTE - all is variable on age, condition and environmental factors. For
example, in winter (-30 degrees C °), a temperature of 38.2 degrees C °
may be significant
Lacerations - To Sew
or Not to Sew?
To call a vet or not? Some
lacerations need immediate
veterinarian attention. These
include: blood squirting or
flowing in a steady stream
(like turning on a faucet),
foreign body penetrations
(nail, wood, trees, etc...),
eye injuries, acute sudden
lameness associated with
lacerations. Control any
bleeding first – then assess
the horse ALWAYS and
CONTINUOUSLY throughout
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examination (things
change, adrenaline
controls some
situations and may
delay shock). Assess
the systems first – for
shock, for pain, can
the horse move, is the
horse fractious.
Assess the injury
Where is it on the
horse? Leg, body, eye,
any organ involvement or expulsion?
How much blood loss?
Remember, horses can
replenish five litres
of blood with splenic
contraction. How
much blood – a half
a cup vs. a half a pail,
how fast is the blood
coming out? How long
is the laceration? How
deep is the laceration?
Can you see bone?
Muscle? If you know
how it happened, was
it blunt or sharp trauma? Crushing injury will die off skin and sharp
trauma will cause more bleeding.
What Can You Do?
Wrap if you can. Never take a bandage off if bleeding through –
always add. If the laceration is not bleeding, but extremely dirty, then
“the solution for pollution is dilution.” Cold water hosing helps dilute,
clean and contracts vessels. Blanket the horse especially if shaking. If
developing shock, other tricks may include blasting cold water at the
jugular veins or between the back legs. Large vessels are close to the
surface in these areas and will contract with cold water bringing more
of the vascularity back to the heart.
How to Bandage a Laceration
Each situation and horse is different. Difference between managing
for blood loss and managing for bone or tendon injury. Difference between standing bandage and bandaging for support. Leg lacerations
are a lot different than body lacerations. Legs only have bone/tendon
/vessels/ and skin. Body lacerations have layers of muscle, but they
do cover vital organs. Dependent on location, laceration can impale
lungs/abdomen or both. With blood loss – considerations when managing arterial lacerations should always include the weather. Is the
wound frozen and the blood is frozen? When wounds thaw, bleeding
can start all over again. Should always know where the arteries are
located (i.e. the lacerations at the back of the pastern or heel area are
most always associated with arteries). In these circumstances where
blood loss is hard to control, super glue can help you to adhere a
bandage to the area and help coagulate. May not be the most ideal
situation – but will stop the bleeding so a better plan of action can
be made.

What can you use for bandaging? Many things can be used. One can
be quite inventive. Normal things such cotton and gamgees. Vetwrap,
elastoplast can be also used, but one needs to be careful. Too much
tension can create problems. Diapers are good when dealing with
wrapping the bottom of the foot. Maxipads can be used when need
to apply pressure to the back of the pastern. Towels can be used also.
With bandaging, how tight is too tight? Dependent if need tourniquet
effect. Ideally to stop bleeding, you need 24 hours of pressure. You
never have enough padding – it also helps to immobilize the leg,
as well as, stopping the bleeding. I’ve had to apply a tremendous
amount of pressure on a coronet band to stop the bleeding. No
coronet abnormality formed despite the pressure.
The other big question, is if you should put anything on the wound?
If you want a vet to stitch the laceration, then do not apply anything
except moisture. Powdered sprays in wounds are very difficult to
clean and the powdered grain can act as foreign bodies and disrupt
any healing patterns in the wound.
Questions that need to be answered: is the horse okay and still
standing? Where is the laceration on the horse? How deep and how
long is the laceration? Do you know how it happened? Is there any
loss of flesh? Is the bleeding under control? Can it be bandaged,
stitched or both? Lacerations to the inside aspect of the forearm are
extremely painful and difficult to stitch. One would think that it is not
a very mobile area; however, it is a very mobile area especially when
the horse lies down. Also the radial nerve is very close to this location
and the horse tends to drag their legs. These always have to be taken
into consideration. It is always nice to try to stitch a wound as that is

always the best bandage for wound healing.
What to put on the wound? Benign salve such as Vaseline is always a
safe choice. It seals, protects and moisturizes the area. Antibacterial
ointments such as furacin, panalog, hibitane, sulfadiazine (great for
burns), alcohol, iodine, coppertox are all good options. Everyone has
a favorite. Sprays such as topazone, gentocin spraty, scarlet oil, herbal
medication, cothivet are other options. However, when using sprays,
it will always be difficult to do a delayed closure.
Things to consider with lacerations. The weather is first and foremost
especially in Manitoba. Need to consider the snow and cold vs. bugs.
Is the mare pregnant – this will affect treatment such as – no DMSO
or steroids. Age of horse should always be taken into consideration.
Young horses always tend to be a little bit more dramatic than the
older ones, but the owner knows their horses best and should know
their pain threshold.
Medications that are used with handling lacerations are many. Antiinflammatories (oral vs. injectable) include bute, banamine, ketoprofen and quadrisol, devils claw. Antibiotics (oral vs. topical vs. injectable) should always be used with lacerations. Wounds and lacerations
are always considered “dirty”, especially in the environment with
which we keep horses. Penicillin is the best antibiotic to uses however
many people are scared to use it due to procaine reactions. Remember that it is when the medication goes vascular when a reaction happens. Always, inject where the horse is in a controlled environment.
A procaine reaction causes the horse to be hyper-reactive to external
stimulus. Hyper-reactive resulting in uncontrollable shakes, quivers
and actions associated with an elevated heart rate and respiratory
rate. Epinephrine is not the drug of choice for these type of reactions.
A quiet, dark and controlled environment is the best treatment along
with tranquilization given by a qualified person. Remember, if you are
giving a medication, you should always understand the mechanism
of action and should always know what could happen if there is a
reaction. A horse cannot read the drug label.
In summary, horses cannot be kept in glass houses – they are always
getting into trouble. With the responsibility of owning a horse,
comes the responsibility of knowing what to do when one faces an
emergency. Develop a good relationship with your veterinarian, and
be smart when assessing your situation. Most times – your immediate
reaction can stop the problem from going any further. n

www.dksaddlery.com
Johanna Rodger | 204-467-8920
Saddle Fitter, Rep and Flair Technician
Email | jrodger@xplornet.ca
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Feature
How Horses Learn
Reprinted with Permission

By Karin Apfel | 2010 CANADIAN HORSE ANNUAL

A recent survey of over 200 coaches registered with Australia’s
National Coaches Accreditation Scheme surprised researchers with
how little many of them knew about how horses actually learn.
Most, in fact, were unable to explain how to use positive or negative reinforcement when training. Less than three per cent properly
described how to use positive reinforcement to train horses and only
12 per cent of coaches gave an accurate description of using negative
reinforcement. Only five per cent correctly explained punishment. The
study’s authors, Amanda K.Warren-Smith and Paul D. McGreevy, of the
Faculty of Veterinary Science at the University of Sydney, assert that
the wellbeing of horses, their response to training and the incidence
of behaviour problems could be improved by coaches becoming
better educated.
So what does that mean for the average owner/rider? Do we need
to take a University psychology or animal behaviour course in order
to evaluate our training regime or that of our professional trainer
or coach? No, but a little information will help you ensure that your
horse is getting the most from his training. In her submission on
Equine Learning Ability at the American Association of Equine Practitioners Convention, Dr. Evelyn B. Hanggi, MS, PhD, cofounder of the
Equine Research Foundation (ERF) in Aptos, California, stated, “If the
cognitive abilities of horses are misunderstood, underrated,
or overrated, their treatment may also be inappropriate. Equine
welfare is dependent on not only physical comfort, but mental
comfort as well.” In other words, if we understand how a horse processes information we can avoid stress and confusion and we
can facilitate the learning process.
The Science of Learning
A functional definition of learning is a process that brings together
cognitive, emotional, and environmental influences and experiences
(stimuli) for acquiring, enhancing, or making changes in behaviour.
There are a number of ways for animals to learn. The main ways are
listed below:
Habituation: This is the simplest form of learning. It is “getting used”
to something; responding less and less to a stimulus because it has
no meaning to the individual until it is disregarded. For example,
horses pastured near roads learn to disregard the sounds of traffic.
Alternatively, animals can also habituate to pain or discomfort such
as the feeling of a girth. Habituation can also cause problems. For
example, the hard-mouthed horse has learned to ignore even severe
bit action due to being unable to escape the discomfort of the bit in a
poor rider’s hands. Bit aids no longer have any meaning to this horse
so there is not response.
Observational learning: There is little evidence that horses can learn
specific actions from watching another horse. However, as social
animals, horses can and do learn to fear or disregard certain stimuli
based on the behaviour of other horses. This kind of learning mostly
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affects instinctive behaviours such as grazing or fleeing predators. If
one horse in a herd flees from dogs, it is likely that the rest will learn
to “fear” dogs as well.
Desensitization: Extinguishing a response to a formerly unpleasant or frightening stimulus by gradually developing a tolerance or
acceptance of it. An example is using treats and a gradual exposure
to syringes to help a horse overcome a fear of injections. The treats
act as a “counter-conditioner” that changes the horse’s emotions
(through classical conditioning – see below). When the fearful emotions change for the better, the undesirable behaviour fades away.
Classical (Pavlovian) Conditioning: This is a process in which an
animal learns to associate some non-significant stimulus with one
that generates an emotional response, for example, associating the
sight of a syringe with food. This kind of learning affects the way an
animal “feels” and this change in emotion will influence the animal’s
behaviour.
Operant (Skinnerian) Conditioning: This is the learning process in
which most training occurs as it is based on consequences. There are
two types of consequences that affect behaviour: reinforcement and
punishment. A reinforcer is anything that fulfils a need at the time
and a punisher is anything that an organism will work to avoid. In
OC, the horse believes he has control over the outcome of an event.
For example, he can learn to move to relieve the pressure of a leg
squeeze. “Operant conditioning is a horse training standard,and
negative reinforcement has been the primary means of shaping
behaviours. Horses are typically trained to perform actions in
order to avoid something aversive, ” says Hangii.

Reinforcement
and Punishment
Punishment (positive
and negative) is used
to reduce the incidence or strength of a
behaviour that it follows. Reinforcement
(positive and negative) increases the
incidence or strength
of a behaviour that it
follows. Positive refers
to adding something to the situation and negative refers to removing
something. Below are examples.
Positive Punishment: You bump the horse across the nose with a
chain lead if he surges out ahead when you are leading him.
Negative Punishment: You do not allow the horse to enter the paddock if he does not lead well towards it.
Positive Reinforcement: Giving a horse a treat for standing quietly for
saddling will increase quiet behaviour.
Negative Reinforcement: When a horse backs up in response to
your hand pressing on his chest, you release the pressure and this
will increase the chance of him backing up next time you touch his
chest. How well these consequences are applied determines how
quickly and thoroughly an animal learns to acquire or change a
behaviour. Timing and consistency are extremely important for
the horse to make the correct associations between any action
and the consequence.
Most horses are trained largely through negative reinforcement and
positive punishment. This is in marked contrast to the training of zoo
animals and, increasingly, dogs in which determining ways to reward
the animal for performance (positive reinforcement) is the primary
teaching tool. Dr. Hanggi notes that training for research purposes
is primarily based on positive reinforcement. “Positive reinforcement
teaches the horse to become an active participant seeking the right
answer,” explains Hanggi. The horse is not afraid to try new things
because there are no unpleasant consequences for guessing “wrong”
– there is just no paycheque. Studies have shown that both negative and positive reinforcement work well with horses but there are
individual preferences. While one approach may work well with one
horse it may not work as well with another so it is useful to know how
to apply both.

Feature
ing and oral communication are common in primates not ungulates).
In fact, patting and praise rarely operate well as a teaching tool unless
they have become associated with a rest or break in activity and are,
therefore, acting as a signal that something reinforcing (stretching,
relaxing) is on its way. This is a form of classical conditioning. Patting
or praise may be far more successful as reinforcers during a riding
workout than in the barn for, say, standing quietly for the clippers
(given that the horse is already resting) as long as they are frequently
precursors for something the animal does value.
Food is a very powerful reinforcer in training but a common concern
is that using it will create a horse that bites or “mugs” for the reward.
This is actually a delivery problem rather than a treat problem. A good
rule of thumb is to keep your hand closed until it is where you want
your horse’s head to be. Extend your hand away from your body to
keep the horse from crowding. If your horse gets too pushy, just step
out of range. Working with a barrier (stall guard or fence) to start with
can help.
Making it Work
The most important lesson to take away is that if you or your trainer
are doing something to change or teach a behaviour and it is not
working, stop! Horses, like all other animals do what works for them.
They either get something beneficial out of an action or they avoid
something unpleasant. Let’s take kicking at feeding time as an
example. It is working for the horse, right? The horse has determined
that the kicking will produce food more quickly. Punishing the kicker
rarely works in this situation for a number of reasons and may actually
cause the horse to be fearful or aggressive with people entering the
stall. However, if you remove the reinforcement (the feed) whenever
the horse is kicking, the behaviour will gradually extinguish because
it is no longer working. The longer the horse has been practicing the
kicking the longer it will likely take to get rid of it, but if he only ever
gets fed when he does not kick (and you may have to wait for him
to tire of it the first few times or skip a few meals), then he will soon
adopt a new tactic to “make the food come.”
Anyone who trains horses is using science and psychology whether
they know it or not. If you approach a training issue considering only
how to “make it work” for the horse,you can avoid wasting time on
human concepts such as: “he’s just lazy; she doesn’t respect me; or
my horse is ticked off about xyz” and just get out there and teach. n

Clarifying Positive Reinforcement
There is more to positive reinforcement than handing a horse some
treats. Misunderstanding how positive reinforcement works can
lead to confusion. Let us consider the horse kicking in anticipation
of a grain feeding. This may spring from excitement at first but if the
person feeding hurries to feed the horse in an attempt to get him to
stop the behaviour, the kicking will have been positively reinforced by
the food immediately following the kicking. Soon the sound of feed
hitting a bucket or even the appearance of the person who feeds can
become the prompt for a bout of kicking. The horse believes that getting fed is a result of his kicking.
Alternatively, riders may use praise or patting to try to reinforce behaviour. Although it is possible that a horse may find either of these
things pleasant, they are not naturally reinforcing to a horse (touch-

SPRING 2010
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Feature
Dressage
Show Etiquette
ON ARRIVAL AT THE SHOW GROUNDS
o Report to the show office where you will be provided with
your show numbers, show program, stall assignment and 		
settle any outstanding fees. You will hand in your passport if
you are competing in a Gold show.
o Purchase any extra stall bedding when you check in at the
office and determine where you go to pick it up.
o If you reserved a warm up ring, confirm time and location.
o Ensure you are familiar with available rings for longing or 		
non reserved riding
o Once you have obtained you show numbers you must have
them on your horse at all times when outside of the stall.
o Ensure your saddle, bridle, bit, noseband and whip meet 		
the requirements by checking with the show steward.

IN THE BARN
o Assigned stall must be used unless you have prior
permission from the show office.
o Maintain clear aisles at all times, free of any tack, hay,
saddle holders or other objects which can obstruct
or limit the passage of other competitors or horses
walking in the aisle.
o Keep stall doors closed at all times.
o Clean up any horse droppings in the aisle and keep
the area around your stall clean.
o Use only bedding that has been approved by the show
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office – straw may not be permitted by the venue.
o When cleaning your stall, ensure that you deposit used 		
shavings in the appropriate storage area designated by the
show grounds.
o If a barn wheel barrow is provided, ensure you put it back in
the appropriate place after you use it.

IN THE WARM- UP RING
o Boots, bandages and whips are permitted when
warming up.
o Riders must wear approved head gear.
o Make adjustments to tack outside the ring if possible or 		
near the middle of the arena but without obstructing the 		
diagonal or centre lines.
o When entering the warm-up ring, be careful not to cut off
another rider. Slower gaits take the inside track. Ride
considerately.
o Be courteous to other riders who are trying to concentrate
on their own warmup. Foul language is never tolerated.
o Do your schooling in a constructive, positive manner with
a purposeful approach. Any instruction should be given 		
discretely so as not to break the concentration of other
riders in the ring.
o Don’t obstruct the entrance, exit or the track in the ring.
n

Now available in

Horse & Company and Westgates Horse & Country
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Check List for Shows
Horse Checklist
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Boot Polish Kit
Braiding Kit
Bridle
Buckets
Bucket Hangers
Clippers
Cold Clay
Comb
Conditioner
Cooler
Corks/Corking Kit
First Aid Kit (horse and rider)
Fly Spray
Gel/Hairspray
Girth
Grooming Kit
Hole Punch
Hoof Dressing
Lead Rope/Chain
Lunge Line
Numbers
Paper Towels
Polo Wraps
Refreshment
Saddle
Saddle/Bridle Rack
Saddle Pads
Saran Wrap
Scissors
Shampoo
Show Halter
Show Sheen
Side Reins
Slinky
Sponges/Clothes
Stable Wraps
Summer Sheet
Surcingle
Sweat Scraper
Tack Cleaner
Tail Wrap
Tape
Treats
Vaseline
Whips
Ziplock Bags

Rider Checklist
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Advil
Baby Powder
Bobby Pins
Boots
Boot Pull/Jack
Bottled Water
Breeches
Bug Repellant
CAA Membership Card
Clock/Watch
Deodorant
Extra Clothes
Food
Gloves
Hair Brush
Hair Nets
Hand Sanitizer
Hand Lotion
Helmet
Jacket
Lawn Chairs
Mirror
Money
Needle and Thread
Paper Cups
Passport
Pin
Rain Attire
Rider Memberships
Rule Books
Safety Pins
Shirt
Socks
Spurs
Stock Tie
Stool
Sun Glasses
Sun Screen
Toilet Paper

Trailer Checklist
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Broom
Electrolytes
Extra bedding
Feed
Fork
Hay
Hay Nets
Hose
Meds
Muck Bucket
Padlock/Chain
Shovel
Stall Curtains

		

Pre-Show Checklist

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Bath Horse
Brush/Trim Tail
Clean Out Cork Holes
Clean Out/Pack Trailer
Clean Out Stall
Coordinate Rides to the Show
Pack Car
Trim/Braid Mane
Trim Fetlocks
Trim Forelock

Note

If you are unable to be there
for trailering, ensure someone
will be there to take your place
getting your horse ready,
loaded, and unloaded.
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SPONSORSHIP COMMITMENT
Dressage Winnipeg
Dayna Oulion
E: dayna@delcommunications.com
Monday to Friday 9:00 - 5:00 @ 254.7170 | Evenings & Weekends @ 253.5826

Thank you for your generous contribution.
PLEASE RETURN FAX TO: 204.668.4641
Date: _______________________________________________________________________________
Attention:____________________________________________________________________________
Company: ____________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________
Town/City: ___________________________________________________________________________
Postal/Zip: ___________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________________________________________________________
Fax: ________________________________________________________________________________

Please select your sponsorship package below.

PLATINUM ❏
A LA CARTE ❏

GOLD

❏

SILVER

❏

BRONZE

❏

(Please circle) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Total $________

$________ Cash or “in kind” ____________________ (i.e. show prizes)
Please authorize and return by fax today.
Name:________________________________ Signature:________________________________________

Please make cheques payable to Dressage Winnipeg

Sponsorship Opportunities

2010
A close association with Dressage Winnipeg will offer excellent opportunities for
increasing brand awareness while delivering cost-effective brand exposure.
There are many ways which you can become associated with the prestigious equestrian sport.
We have designed our sponsorship packages to suit all budgets –
we can tailor a package to suit your specific requirements.

PLATINUM

A LA CARTE

DRESSAGE WINNIPEG

Donation of $1300
Sponsor will receive all a la carte items.

Components of the sponsorship
package may include the
following items:

GOLD

1) PA Credits
2) Newsletter Advertising (3 times per year)

Donation of $1000

3) Website Links

Sponsor will receive items 1 through 7.

4) Program Advertising
5) Branding: Barn Signage

SILVER

6) Branding: Arena Signage

Donation of $500

7) VIP Ringside Hospitality / Meet & Greet with Riders

Sponsor will receive items 1 through 5.

8) Sponsor Award Division at Year End
9) Sponsor One Division at One Show
10) Scholarship

BRONZE

11) Tickets to Awards Dinner & Gala

Donation of $100
Sponsor will receive items 1 through 4.

(For information on Show Title Rights
please contact Dressage Winnipeg.)

For sponsorship inquiries please contact:

Dressage Winnipeg
Dayna Oulion
E: dayna@delcommunications.com
Monday to Friday 9:00 - 5:00 @ 254.7170 | Evenings & Weekends @ 253.5826

Thank you for your generous contribution.

The Kendra McBain
Memorial Show
May 8th - 9th, 2010

Kendra’s love of horses first started at age 11 when she went to a
family reunion in B.C. and her Aunt put her on a horse for the first
time. Kendra’s Aunt summed up perfectly what Kendra loved about
riding…”cute outfits, expensive equipment and totally different than
anything anyone else in her family did.” Once Kendra decided to do
something she was all in. From learning to ride on a gentle pony
name Tessa at Meadow Green Stables, to the time she spent on Kandu
and Houdini at Riverbend Farms, she became a picture of elegance.
To watch her ride in competition was quite amazing. This tiny girl in
control of a big animal was a sign of the tremendous strength within
her, strength she would need.
Kendra was not only a lovely rider, but a strong competitor, and along
with a little white pony named Houdini, won Champion and Reserve
several times in the three years she competed in the Junior/Open
Category. In 2003 she was Junior Training Level Champion (Spring
Flowers National Show) and Junior Training Level Reserve (Manitoba
Provincial Championships). In 2004 she was Junior First Level Reserve
(Spring Flowers National Show) and was awarded the Junior First
Level High Score (National) at the Capt. John De Kenyeres Memorial
Show in June. In 2005 she was Junior and Open First Level Champion
(Spring Flowers National Show). She was also awarded the Junior and
Open First Level High Score (Primary); Junior First Level Champion
(National); and Open First Level Reserve (National) at the Capt. John
De Kenyeres Memorial Show.
Dressage Winnipeg is pleased to dedicate our first show of the
year to Kendra and have included additional events throughout
the competition. For the first time we will be having a Used Tack Sale,
Equine Art Auction, Silent Auction, Dinner at Bird’s Hill Park Ranch
and Boston Pizza lunches. All funds raised from these events will to
be donated to CancerCare Manitoba in her name. Kendra’s favourite
colour was purple so a special purple ribbon will be presented, in her
memory to the Junior Champion of this show. n
For event information please contact
Dayna Oulion at dayna@dressagewinnipeg.com,
or go to our website | www.dressagewinnipeg.com

Sadly, on December 22, 2009, at the age of 18,
Kendra Rose McBain lost her battle with cancer.
Kendra was a remarkable young lady who loved animals, her family and her friends. Even with the challenges she faced, she never
lost her optimism, her grace and the compassion she had for those
around her.
Riding was a huge part of her life before she was diagnosed with
an extremely rare form of cancer at the age of 15. She was an active
member of Dressage Winnipeg, not only as a Junior Competitor, but
as a participating Junior Board Member as well. Kendra, along with
her mother Tammy (Vice-Chair), were active board members during
the 2005 – 2006 year term.
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Save the

Date
Dressage Winnipeg’s

Leg Up on CanCer
Kendra McBain Memorial Show
Bird’s Hill Park
Manitoba Horse Council Equestrian Facility
May 8th - 9th, 2010

please come join

Dressage Winnipeg to raise funds for CancerCare Manitoba
Used Tack Sale

Silent auction

We are accepting any new and/or gently used tack or riding apparel.
Arrangements to pickup and drop off donations can be made.

MTS Center Box Seats and Rogers Blackberry are just a few
of the prizes available.

Saturday May 8th & Sunday May 9th | 10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Draw Sunday May 9th at the Awards Presentation

Please donate to the used tack shop and come on down to buy!

pizza lunch by Boston pizza

Saturday May 8th and Sunday May 9th

Dinner and equine art auction

Saturday May 8th | 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm
The dinner and viewing of Equine Art from local and national artists
will be held at Bird’s Hill Park Ranch. Come out and view artwork by
Heather Anderson, Margaret Dent, Janet Griffin-Scott and Bronze
Sculpture artist Jo-Anne.

All Proceeds from the Used Tack Shop, Equine Art Auction,
Silent
Auction, Pizza Lunch and Bird’s Hill Ranch Dinner will be donated
to CancerCare Manitoba in Kendra McBain’s name.

For early bird tickets and to reserve your seat/table go to www.dressagewinnipeg.com

For event information and to make donations please contact
Dayna Oulion at dayna@dressagewinnipeg.com | 204-782-5321
or go to our website www.dressagewinnipeg.com

Scribing 101
By Krista Thiessen

On March 11, 2010 Dressage Winnipeg hosted a
scribing clinic.
It was facilitated by cherished, long standing DW member - Liane
Parker. Liane has been a scribe for many years and has even been
asked to travel to other provinces to participate in the success of
their shows.
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The clinic was held in the very comfortable board room graciously
provided by Oakwood Roofing. The evening ran from 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
and included delicious cookies and coffee donated by the Bosma
family. Liane educated her 11 eager participants with her years of
expertise as a Scribe, sharing both technical knowledge and training
that can only be learned hands-on. She even shared some
funny stories about some “quirky” judges.
The participants had a look at how to use abbreviations when
scribing all levels of tests, as well as handling freestyle and equitation
classes. Dressage Winnipeg would like to thank Liane for providing
her information in such a classy package, it is such a wonderful
benefit to our club! We hope to get a few new faces into those
booths scribing for our Judges this season because of “Scribing
101” with Liane. n

dedicated legal excellence since 1879,
and proud supporters of Dressage Winnipeg.
Proud Sponsor of the 2009 and 2010 Summer Dressage Camps.
#

Equestrian Law

#

Corporate and Commercial # Litigation # Taxation
Securities # Financial Services # Transportation
Insurance # Criminal # Class Action
Bankruptcy, Insolvency and Corporate Recovery # Construction
Labour and Employment # Alternative Dispute Resolution
Aboriginal # Immigration # Small Business
Technology, Privacy and Intellectual Property
Wills and Estates # Family # Municipal
Real Estate - Commercial # Real Estate - Residential
Pension # Environmental # Arbitrations

Competing for your business,
as part of the Manitoba Equestrian Community:

Hugh A. Adams
p. 204.957.4685
f. 204.957.4437

haa@aikins.com

#

Maria C. Reimer
p. 204.957.4867
f. 204.957.4242

mcr@aikins.com

Aikins is Manitoba’s oldest and largest law firm and provides a full range
of legal services to local, regional, national and international clients.
30th Floor Commodity Exchange Tower
360 Main Street
Winnipeg, MB
204.957.0050
www.aikins.com

AIKINS, MACAULAY & THORVALDSON

LLP

WESTGATES
“The One Stop Tack Shop”

Providing the Equine Community with Quality,
Service and Value since 1973

Wishing all Dressage
Winnipeg members
a successful
2010 show season!

Aikins, MacAulay & Thorvaldson LLP

Dressage Development Camp For Young & Adult Riders
July 5th, 6th & 7th

Dressage Winnipeg is planning its second
annual Dressage Development Camp.
Dressage Winnipeg is pleased to announce that the Aikins, MacAulay
& Thorvaldson LLP Dressage Development Camps will be held for the
second year on July 6, 7 and 8 at the Manitoba Horse Council Equestrian Centre at Bird’s Hill Park.
Thanks to the generous support of Aikins, Dressage Winnipeg is able
to hold two camps, one for riders under the age of 21 and one for riders 22 and older. The camps will run concurrently and are open to all
riders, Junior, Adult Amateur and Open.
We are planning on bringing in four clinicians, including higher level
clinicians who will not only guide our beginning riders, but can work
with our higher level riders.
The intensity of riding and expert instruction over three consecutive
days produces results. 2009 camp participants were thrilled at the
progress they made and it showed in the competitive ring.
One of the key benefits for our club is the camaraderie that develops
among our riders from spending three full days in each other’s company and sharing in the experience together. These friendships spill
over onto the show grounds and help to bring us all together in the
spirit of dressage.
Thanks again to Aikins, MacAulay & Thorvaldson LLP for contributing
to the development of our sport!
Don’t miss out – get your registration in right away.
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Good Luck
to all competitors
for the 2010 season

Quality coaching by Equine Canada/NCCP-certified Coaches
Lessons (beginner — competitive levels)
School horses available
Boarding
Theory
Equine Canada Rider Level Testing available
For more information:
www. westwindstables.ca
info@westwindstables.ca
(204) 896-4171

Karen Robinson
Freestyle Clinic
Over the weekend of April 23-25, Dressage Winnipeg, with
the sponsorship of Oakwood Stables, hosted a freestyle clinic
given by world class freestyle designer/choreographer Karen
Robinson. There were 10 riding participants riding at 1st, 2nd
and 3rd level and Intermediate I.
Friday evening Karen gave a lecture on what to expect
out of her clinic, what goes into the development of a
successful freestyle, as well as, some examples of her work
and a “behind the scenes” of competitive freestyle that kept
everyone’s attention.
Saturday, Karen worked with each rider on measuring the
tempo of each gait and choosing trot and canter music that
fit each horse, enhancing its movement and helping the
horse and rider “dance.”
Sunday was choreography day. Karen worked out a test pattern for each horse/rider combination, which put all the test
movements together in a creative way. At the end of each ride
Karen gave the riders their music selections and a written out
freestyle pattern, if they requested it.
This turned out to be a very successful and fun weekend.
Dressage Winnipeg thanks Karen, Oakwood Stables and all of
the riders and auditors. Hopefully, we’ll see some of the results
during this years show season. n
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Thank You
to Dr. Glenn Sinclair
for supporting
Dressage Winnipeg

3020697 Towers Feb13.eps; Customer is responsible for accuracy

HEATED INDOOR PARKING
FIND YOUR

NATURAL
STYLE

• Concrete construction with heated indoor
parking
• Fantastic location along the Seine River
• 1 & 2 Bedroom units with open concept
suite designs & 9’ ceilings
• Including 5 appliances, window coverings,
in-suite storage room.
• Lockers and indoor bike storage available

CALL 255.8436
DISPLAY SUITE NOW OPEN!
Hours: Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 1-4
Saturday & Sunday 1-4

The RossSisters
& Associates

Affordable Condos
starting at

166,400

$

*

*PLUS GST

Located at 100 Creek Bend Road, on the
corner of St. Anne’s and Creek Bend Road
(LOOK FOR THE LITTLE BLUE HOUSE JUST
BEFORE THE PERIMETER)

OXBOWCONDOS.COM

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

 
 
 
 
 















The Captain De Kenyeres

Rider Development Scholarship Program

Dressage Winnipeg

is once again pleased to offer its
scholarship program to support
the development of riders in the
sport of dressage. The program
now offers scholarships in two
age categories...

Junior riDers

Ages 11-15 as of January 1, 2010 | 2 scholarships of $250 each

•••
Young riDers

Ages 16-21 as of January 1, 2010 | 2 scholarships of $500 each

Riders who have won a scholarship at the Junior
Rider (age 11-15) level are not eligible to win
a scholarship at that level, but will be eligible
when they reach the age of 16 to compete for
a Young Rider (age 16-21) scholarship. Riders
aged 16-21 who win a scholarship in 2010 will
not be eligible to enter the program again.

PleASe viSiT ouR webSiTe

www.dressagewinnipeg.com
foR ScholARShiP RuleS & enTRY foRm

2010 Show Season Volunteer Form
Our shows can’t happen without Volunteers!

Meet people, have FUN, learn about Dressage & contribute to the success of our Shows.
When you join Dressage Winnipeg you are required to volunteer for at least 12 hours at shows or other events.
There are many different positions available for various ages and skill levels. On the chart below, please check
off the positions that suit you best. Your 12 hours may be done all at once or in three 4-hour periods. If you
can’t personally commit to fulfill your volunteer hours, you can have a friend or family member do it for
you.
This form must be accompanied by a $140.00 cheque (dated Oct 1, 2010), which will be destroyed once your
12 hours of volunteering is completed. Detailed descriptions of each position are explained in the “Volunteers”
section of our Website, please see www.dressagewinnipeg.com.
This season we will be taking the “soccer” approach to staffing the shows. This involves creating volunteer
schedules prior to the commencement of show season. You will know well in advance what you are
responsible for and if you can not fulfill the requirement, then you are responsible to have the position filled.
NAME:

MOBILE:

PHONE:

EMAIL:

Volunteer Opportunity

MAY
8-9

JUNE
5-6

SEPT
11-12

Announcer
Show Secretary’s Assistant
Steward’s Assistant (trained position)
Driver for Judges (non-competitor)
Gate Keeper
Runner
Scribe (trained position)
Tabulator
Whipper-in
Non Show Related Opportunities
Bingo (Various though-out year)
Traveling Schooling show organizers/helpers
Awards Banquet/Awards Committee helpers
Annual General Meeting Committee
___ I cannot commit to 12 hours of volunteer time for Dressage Winnipeg, please cash my $140.00 cheque
(dated May 1, 2010) as a donation for staffing the show responsibilities.
Thank you, with your help, we are looking forward to a great year of Dressage. If you have any
questions please contact the Volunteer Coordinator.
Krista Thiessen - e-mail: kristathiessen@shaw.ca - phone: (204) 283-5270

If Undeliverable
Please Return To:

15 Covent Road
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R2J 1V3

Mail To:

